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Five Professors, Renegade
Priest, to Teach-in Tonight
The Trinity Pipes will present
their sixth annual "Buttondown
Sounds" show on Saturday, November 5, as part of the Homecoming
Weekend festivities.
The show, to be held in the
Washington Room at 7:30that night,
is recognized as one of the finest
of its kind, bringing professional
and collegiate singing groups from
all over New England together
for the evening's entertainment.
AH proceeds of the show, a sellout every year in the past, are donated to the Pipes scholarship
Fund.
Featured in the 1966 edition along
with the Pipes are the Wheaton
Wheatones, the Boston Brahmins,
and the Trinidads. A special added
attraction Is the return of Michael
) f
Karp, '69, as emcee.
' |
The Wheaton Wheatones return
I
to Hartford after adding to the
'in- |
success of last Spring's Collegiate
rds |
Sound Show in the Bushnell Audliat.
torium. They delighted the autlie
diences with their ribald Peace
id a
Corps and Playboy Bunny songs..
only j
A departure from the previous
two
all-collegiate singing groups is
riof- '
the appearance of a professional
is ol
group, the Boston Brahmins. Fearrillj tared in' the Brahmins Is Bill
line-'
Minot last year's emcee and forBan-(
mer member of the Pipes,
line.
The Trinidads will present the
play
same high quality of vocalizing
'&
which has captivated spring vaca>ugh~ tlon audiences at Nassau's Grand
-14, |
Bahamas Club,
iltedf
Closing the show as usual will
who •
be the Pipes, the College's oldest
tha
singing group. The Pipes have
5 80
performed their diversified proers,
gram on radio and television, as
eed- i|
well as on various recordings and
nost
in Carnegie Hall,
joint
This year's show is being reirds

•4o

>.
. • >

MIKE KARP "69 w i l l return to the College in November to emcee
the Pipes' Buttondown Sounds Show. Karp's wit sparked The
New Collegiate Jazz Band's concert last spring.

A renegade priest who lived in
the jungles of Bolivia for ten years
and five college professors will
speak
at the Latin American
Teach-in scheduled for tonight, at
7:30 in McCook Auditorium,
Felix McGowan, Maryknoll Missioner. for 15 years, spent ten
years In the Bolivian jungles organizing a Colonizing Cooperative
for runaway slaves. He coordinated summer work programs for
American college students In Latin
America for three years. In 1963
when he visited Cuba, the Maryknoll Mission silenced him for his
favorable reports on the Cuban
Revolution. Reinstated, he traveled
to Tanzania and worked there for
two years. He was granted laicization (layman status) in 1965 and
is presently working for the "Catholic Worker" movement In New
York City.
Five professors, all experts in
Latin American Affairs, will also
participate in the Teach-in. Professor of History at Smith College, Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, re-

Dr. Jacobs, Faculty Panel to Welcome
Parents at Annual Weekend Reception

A buffet luncheon, a discussion of a two part program is planned.
a student's life after college, the First, parents of freshmen will
Coast Guard football game,, a : be addressed by P.r.. ..Jacobs, on
reception by the President, and "Your•Son and His-«©oliegef" and
a concert of "Trinity "Music on then a panel consisting of Dean
Parade," will all be a part of Vogel, Dr. George Cooper, Dr.
this year's Parents' Weekend to Gustave Andrian, Prof. Stewart,
Mr. John Butler, and Dr. Scheuch
be held Saturday and Sunday,
Parents visiting their sons for and members of the College Comthe weekend will register In the mittee on Graduate Fellowships,
Austin Arts Center Saturday morn- will answer questions from the
ing and be treated to a coffee hour parents of upperclassmen conwith faculty and their sons. Fol- cerning their sons'futures.
lowing a greeting by President
A buffet luncheon in the Field
Albert C. Jacobs at 10;30 they will
meet In Goodwin Theater for a House will precede the freshman
corded by S & M master r e - meeting of the Parents Associa- . soccer game with Wesleyan at
1 p.m. and the varisty football
cordings. Tickets will be on sale tion.
game
with Coast Guard at 2 p.m.
In the Mather Hall foyer.
In the Austin Arts Center at 11:15
The President will receive parents and their sons between 5
and 6 p.m. Saturday at his home.
The majority of the fraternities,
also plan; receptions for the parents of the brothers and pledges.
Saturday evening, in the Goodwin
The Watkinson Library is now lege in 1952 when it no longer
more than a century old. It of- could support itself publically. The Theater at 8:15, the Glee Club
ficially opened to the public on stipulation was that the library re- will sponsor the Thirteenth Annual
•October 18, 1866, as a public li- main intact and its purposes up- Parents Night Concert, entitled
brary with a variety of books that held. . ..
"Trinity Music on Parade." Par:.
.
: • '
other libraries in Hartford could
ticipants will be the Pipes, the Glee
Mrs. Clarke has been curator of
not afford.
the library •since. 1958. She has Club, Richard Turk '70 (piano
soloist), the Pip.esand Drums and
David Watkinson, one of Hart- organized the collections and-genford's successful businessmen of eral content of the library and
the 19th century, willed funds for has much of it cross-referenced
the establishment of a free public in the catalogues of the College's
library, its policy was to purchase library. In addition, Mrs. Clarice
and compile books that the existing has added to the library's different
To the Student Body:
Hartford libraries did not- have, collections with gifts and special
so that the public could enjoy more purchases.
diversity in literature.
Some .of the special fields of the
Recently,
many campus
notices have been torn down.
The library was established In library, are;. Bibliographies, grala
The publicity of several or58, but because of delays in phic arts, ornathology, witchcraft
ganizations, particularly that
Purchasing and the Civil Warit was and ghosts, early voyages and exof S.D.S. is being destroyed.
unable to compile its original plorations, linguistics anddialects
of
the
American
Indian,
Civil
War,
w, 000 volumes until October, 1866.
ephemera, early publications of the
Two things are Involved; desMany of the original volumes and 15th century, and early textbooks
truction of private, sometimes
those of later purchases were ref- of the United States.
costly,^ property, and an inerence books. The library, came, To commemorate the library's
fringement of other students'
Mrs. Clarke has
,w be used as a reference library anniversary
freedom of speech and freewith depth in many diversified written a history of the library
dom of assembly. We urge you
fields. "Expansion of these areas entitled DAVID WATKINSON'S LIto consider the seriousness of
has been one,aspect of our wprkon BRARY. It features 130 illustrasuch destruction.
•he library today," commented tions, including a frontispiece of
Mrs; Marian Clarke, curator of Watkinson. The 177 page work was
•
THE MEDUSA
the library, Tuesday at the open published by the Trinity College
house celebrating the anniversary. press. It may be purchased, in
•
The library moved to the Col- the library.

Watkinson Celebrates 100
Years-"as Hartford Library

The- Trinidads. The second act
will feature the New Collegiate
Jazz .Band,.. the ; Travelers,
..tap
dancing --byKevinDaly J67- and the
College Band. .
On Sunday- there will be the usual
Chapel services at 10:30 a.m. and
5 p.m. Dr, Edmond LaB. Cherbonnier will deliver the homily
at the morning service and Chaplain Alan C. Tull will speak at
Vespers.

cently published MEXICO, THE
CHALLENGE OF POVERTY AND
ILLITERACY and THE MEXICAN
WAR--WAS IT MANIFEST DESTINY?
Author Hugh Hamill Jr., editor
of DICTATORSHIP IN SPANISH
IN AMERICA, is currently bringing out another book: THE HID-ALGO REVOLT; PRELUDE TO
MEXICAN INDEPENDENCE, Mr.
Hammill Is professor of history
at the University of Connecticut.
Presently teaching at New York
University, John Gerassl was formerly head of the Latin American Bureau for NEWSWEEK and
is the author of THE GREAT
FEAR IN LATIN AMERICA.
Gilbert W. Merkx, a resident of
Venezuela for eleven years, r e ceived his B.A. from Harvard
and his M.A. from Yale, After
becoming a Fulbright Scholar In
1963 in Peru, he became an Instructor In sociology and public
health at Yale- He is now completing a dissertation" on economic
and political change In Argentina.
A lecturer , on Latin American
affairs and a lay minister in the
Unitarian Church, David Leonard
l s a professor pf .Latin American
•history at the • American" international College.
The Teach-in format features
brief ten minute talks by each
speaker on Latin American affairs,
followed by a question and answer
period. "Audience participation is
vital-iop th& Teach-in," says James
Kaplan '68
president of' SDS.
Thorne Sherwood Jr., Modern
Language instructor at the College,
will moderate the symposium. "Rather than lecturing and
speaking down to the audience, a
question and answer period will
(Continued on Page 6)

Taylor Characterizes Cicero
As Seeker of Glory, Praise
Characterizing Cicero as a "sensitive extrovert,'' reflecting the
temper of the Roman civilization,
Dr. Lily Ross Taylor delivered
the second Mead Lecture in History to an audience numbering
about 200 in Krleble Auditorium
last Tuesday.
Lecturing on trie topic "Cicero
as a Mirror, of his Age," Professor Taylor cited a body of 774
letters written by Cicero between
70 and 40 B.C. which depict the
"inside story" of Rpman times,
pointing out that society Rested
heavily upon theUftsiHtttt^ifOf slavery. She told her audience that
from these letters modern historians have gathered endless details on Roman social and family
life, marriage and divorce, manners, m o r a l s , and culture.. She
cultural beauty of the Latin language~was preserved in Cicero's
58 speeches, poems, and rhetorical
essays.;
,
Professor Taylor also;informed
her audience
of Cicero's true
physical and mental character. She
described the great Roman orator
turned statesman as an individual
who sought glory and praise, while
she also cited his physical handicaps of skin disease and voice
failure. She further mentioned that
Cicero depended on social contacts
for his active existence; but that
without them, particularly while he
was' ; ln exile,-.he .was "character-.
Ized as a "breathing dead, man,"
A native of Alabama, Professor

Taylor was educated at the University of Wisconsin and received
her doctorate at Bryn Mawr, where
she is presently professor emeritus of Latin. She has also received several honorary degrees
and is the author of two books
on Ancient Roman History.

Independents
Council
"Qitr ultimate aim Is to be recognized by the College as a corporate
group, the Independent
Council, speaking for the independent community on campus,"
said Carl Levitsky '68. He, David
Borus '68, and Lucien Wilson '67
are concerned with the need for
a council of Independents representing the ever-growing group
of non-fraternity men here.
Borus and Levitsky are co-cfialrmen; of the sub-committee on Independents of CITE, the Committee
: to Improve Trinity Education.
Asked about the difficulties insetting up such a group, Levitsky
said that while most students recognize the need for a voice for
the Independents, few have taken :
any action thus far. He announced
that there- will be a meeting of
Independents interested In this
problem tomorrow night 'at 7:45
at the -Brownell House on Vernon
Street.
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Franchetti Score Surpasses Libretto
In Gala Opera World Premiere Here
What possible use could be made
of an orchestra of 21 percussion
Instruments and a single violin?
This was Skillfully
answered
Thursday evening by Arnold Franchetti, whose opera " As a Conductor Dreams" ("Noturno in La")
received its world premiere in
th<3 Gppdwln; Theatre,
t j i
thought of, the p.er^ n . j se,ctioij :as containing only
:
. drums-were quickly reminded,, in
a tantalizing brief prelude, how
wrong- they were. From the first,
Franchetti, working- on a libretto
by Louis Berrone, -wove a delicate
mixture of Italian folk melodies
and atonal elements into an always fascinating, often exotlcally
beautiful score.
Unfortunately Berrone's libretto

was not entirely up to the music.
Based on the common yet potentially comical theme surrounding two daughters, three suiters,
and a scheming father, the opera
is labeled "buffa"; yet its scant
bits of humor, lack of dramatic
body and strangely twisted conclusion do not add to Franchetti's
music.
.Basically the'Riot involves.a conduetor.who, <on being deserted, by
all his orchestra except four relatives, dreams of love which becomes very real. The comedy of
errors developes as two daughters appear disputing who will
have which of the two young- men
then visiting their father.
Laerte, the father, acted and sung
by baritone James Foxworth with

Jesters 'Mother.-Gphrhge?
Moving 'Surprisingly Well
Progress on the Jester's production • of "Mother Courage,"
slated to open at Goodwin Theatre
on Thursday, November 10, is
going on "surprisingly well" according to Director George E. Nichols.
The play Is a complicate/I one,
with many costumes to be made,
numerous properties to be accounted for, and doubling-uponthe
part of the cast to fill thirty different roles.
Although singing rehearsals have
not yet begun, and the play still
needs polishing, Mr. Nichols believes that the show "is beginning
to show some kind of shape."
Despite the fact that eight fr.eshmen have not worked with the
cast before, Nichols reports that
they have performed well at re'hearsals. The main problem now
Is putting the scenery, changes
in costume, and music all together into a unity.
:
> Not only is "Mother Courage"

the biggest theatrical undertaking
yet attempted in the arts center,
but it Is, according to Nichols,
only one of a small number of
performances of the play ever
done because of the heavy demands it makes on the lead actor. He added that it also is an
expensive play to produce.
The play.1; called an expose of
the cruelties; of' wa-r, centers. onMother" Courage, who, wl'th her
two son's and daughter follows
the armies of Europe selling boots,
shirts, and brandy to the soldiers.
The end result has the mother
losing both sons to the army and
the daughter is accldently shot to
death.
, _ __.
,- . . . . .
Opening at 8:15 p.m:; "on Thursday, November 10, the play will be
given at two performances on the
following two nights and one on
Sunday, November 13, at 2;30p.m.
General admission will be $2.50
while students will be admitted
for $.50.

FREE!...
fcirtha man who fakes
his pipe seriously.;:>; ; ;

firmly professional conviction and
competence, coaches Silvio, one of
the suitors, on how to woo the girls,
hoping to keep the other suitor, Irus
from the pleasures of his daughters' love.
Meanwhile, James Sullivan as the
conductor, who has fallen in love
with Ninette, one of the daughters
in his own dream, enters, and,, to
the protests of. -th.e. other, characters, begs for an introduction to
the young lady.
Unfortunately Sullivan was entirely unconvincing In his speaking role. His cherubic face was
generally covered with a sweet,
A F T E R T H E O P E R A , soprano Elizabeth Barrett and "conduc
fixed smile which, added to a colortor" James Sullivan join guests and the rest of the cast at a reless and overly serious delivery ception in the faculty club and Hamlin Hall.
(Snavely Photo)
did little to enhance Berrone's
less than stirring dialogue.
The two sopranos-proved a study dominated the e n t i r e performance,
in contrast. Elizabeth Barrett as especially t h e duel scene in the
].In the second act Laerte pervoice of second act, that the audience was
suades Silvio to enter his daugh- :, Ninette .Jiad the! -better
1
t e r s ' room by a window and en- •-the • Jwo" but' • her •• acting ability forced to feel sad that his love
gage him in a duel there. During left a good deal to be desired. for the g i r l s w a s not returned.
Her part did seem to call for a Working with the l i b r e t t o at hand
the fight Silvio will feign a wound,
thus arousing the pity of the rather weak character yet she and the o t h e r p e r f o r m e r s in the
girls. In the ensuing mix-up, Irus overdid this aspect while sacri- production, it was inevitable that
enters unexpectedly and is wound- ficing comedy.
Albano would not seem the
ed instead of Silvio.
As Ninon, Sheila Edwards had bumbling oaf called for in the
The opera concludes as Silvio a stronger yet less interesting plot.
;
succeeds in wooing Ninon, the old- voice, yet some of this deficiency
Although given little in the way
er daughter while the conductor, was made up for by her rather of d r a m a to work with, stage manfinally making himself a part of good portrayal of a coy, jealous, ager and d i r e c t o r Imanuel Willthe dream, is allowed to take comically conniving young girl, heim i s to be highly praised for
Ninette, while Irus is left to brood eager to fall in love yet easily his i n t e r e s t i n g s t a g e effects. Thealone; • ; ' . - .
Insulted.
scant but s u g g e s t i v e scenery was
James^ Donahue who played the
Without a doubt the brightest star delightful, and h i s u s e of moving
tenor, •rble .'Silvio' proved somein the production was Joseph A1-- platforms w a s highly successful
times 'excellent and sometimes in- bano who danced the part of Irus, and original.
.
,
sipid in his part. His voice was the mime. With magnificent form
The lighting, executed by John
well fitted to the small auditorium which seemed a combination of Woodley, w a s most successful in
but his acting was forced and classical ballet and modern dance,
arriving, with the help of the
lacked confidence although he imhe was comical, haughty, witty, music itself, at a d r e a m atmosproved measurably in the second and pitiable by turn.
p h e r e . P a r t i c u l a r l y in the styalized
act.
Unfortunately he so completely
(Continued on Page 3)
T h i s is Russ K e n n e d y of Balboa Island, California, on an in-port field trip as a student aboard
C h a p m a n College's floating c a m p u s .
•
. • .
.':
T h e note he p a u s e d to m a k e as fellow students w e n t a h e a d to inspect H a t s h e p s u t ' s T o m b in the
Valley of t h e Kings n e a r L u x o r , he used to c o m p l e t e an assignment for his' C o m p a r a t i v e World
C u l t u r e s professor.
'
:••.•-•••
Russ transferred the 12 units earned during t h e study-travel semester at sea t o his record at
the University of California at Irvine where he continues studies toward a teaching career in life
sciences.
.
• •
As you read this, 4 5 0 o t h e r students have b e g u n the fall semester voyage of discovery with
C h a p m a n a b o a r d t h e s.s. R Y N D A M , for w h i c h H o l l a n d - A m e r i c a Line acts as G e n e r a l Passenger
Agents.
In F e b r u a r y still a n o t h e r 4 5 0 .will e m b a r k from Los Angeles for the spring 1967 semester,
this time b o u n d for t h e P a n a m a C a n a l , Venezuela, Brazil, A r g e n t i n a , Nigeria, Senegal, M o r o c c o ,
Spain, P o r t u g a l , T h e N e t h e r l a n d s , D e n m a r k , G r e a t Britain a n d N e w York.
F o r a catalog describing h o w y o u c a n include a semester at sea in y o u r e d u c a t i o n a l plans, fill
in the information below a n d m a i l .

We've just perfected a completely new pipe mixture, called
Luxembourg. "It's for the man who has graduated from the
syrupy-sweet tobaccos. Blended from choice U.S., European,
Middle Eastern, African and Asian leaf...and subtly enriched
with- one of the rarest honeys in the world.
We'd like you to try a pack on us. How come?
' We figure one pack is just about what it'll yike to convince you
that it's the finest pipe mixture around.
After that, who knows.,. you might make it your regular smoke.

Director of Admissions •
Chapman College
•
, Orange, California 92666.

College

, '

the Imported luxury pipe mixture

Present Status
Collcge/Universify

P. LORILLARD COMPANY

(Indicate Home or College/University)

Dept. L,.2Q0 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 10017
Please send me a free package of Luxembourg Pipe Mixture

State

NameStreet

Orang'e, California 9i()S6

'

The Ryndam is of West German registry.

Zip

Freshman
Sophomore
—- Junior
Senior
Graduate

D
D
•
•
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'Don Juan' Film Termed
Melodramatic Romance
by Christopher Lees .
Don Juan, as a child, sees his
mother's lover bricked up in the
castle wall, his mother thrown
out and the boy hears his father
say, "Yonder goes your mother
and with her goes my faith In
women."
Later, the child sees one of the
many family mistresses stab his
father, who says, "My three-fold
debt to women is now completelife - disillusionment - death."
This delicious piece of Freudian melodrama formed the prologue to the College Film Society's week-end offering, DON
JUAN (1926). The silent film acting style and the convention of
putting these choice speeches on
title cards during the scene are
still evident in this glorious spectacle. But the audience treated
to what was a revolutionary
sound process called Vitaphone.
While John Barrymore, in the
title role, struts and smirks,
breathes heavily down countless
dresses and swings gracefully on
Roman ivy, no less than 107 men
of the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra on the soundtrack churn
away to give him, support. The result is a masterpiece of epic romance.
Barrymore acts the part of the
romantic hero in a Batman/Superman sense when, for example, he
thwarts the cruel Borgia family
and carries off his true-love into
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the sunset. But his acting style is
a spoof, and he hams exquisitely.
The script is splendidly witty,
too. When the notorious Lucrezia Borgia offers to release him
from prison and "certain death"
on condition that he becomes her
lover again, he says, "I prefer
the scaffold, madam, it is less
dangerous."
The tricks, scope and wit of
this production, the imaginative
direction by Alan Crosland all
make this film a brilliant mixture of romance, mock-heroics
and melodrama.

Browned
There will be a meeting at the
Brownell Club on Wednesday evening at 7:30 for members and other
Independents who are interested in
the club and the formation of an
Independents Council.

Fellowship: Elrlc J. Endersby
'68, president; Ray Gilley »67,
secretary; and Thomas DePew'67,
treasurer.
Mead Lecture

Dr. Marshall Goldman of Wellesley College will deliver fhe annual
Mead Lecture in Economics on the
Goodwin Fellows
( question of Soviet Russia's capThe
following officers were atalistic nature, Thursday at 7:45
elected in the James L. Goodwin p.m. in McCook Auditorium.

Ivy
All freshmen and faculty members who wish to purchase a copy
of the IVY may do so Wednesday and Thursday between 11:30
a.m. and 12:15 p.m.'at a $2.00
charge. All upperclassrheriwhodid
not receive their free copy may
• obtain it also at these same times
at the Ivy Office in the basement
of Mather Hall, next to the Post
Office.

Course Study
To Come Out
By December
The Senate Steering Committee
on the Course Evaluation announced that the course evaluation report will be distributed to
students in mid-December.
The committee pointed out at a
Thursday evening meeting that students should receive the report in
time to use it in selecting their
courses for the Trinity Term.
The evaluation report is based
on the data gathered from questionnaires given students
at last
May's preliminary course registration. Student$ were asked to
evaluate .various aspects of the
particular courses they had taken
last year. The; raw data gleaned
from this survey was then fed
into a computer to produce various statistical breakdowns. These
statistical breakdowns, along with
written analyses, will be published
on a department-by-department
basis.
At last Tuesday's meeting, student volunteers were given copies
of the statistical breakdowns from
which they were asked to write
the analyses.'
...
.
Eight teams, each composed of
about five men each, were assigned
three or four separate departments
« r anaylsts.
.The Steering Committee asked
uiat the reports be "affirmative
w tone, highlighting the favorable
statistics concerning each departm
ent, teacher, and course."
, The Steering Committee memPership includes Lynn Kirkby '67,
fim Miles '68, Daniel Goldberg
t>8, and Douglas Cushman !67.

Opera...
i (Continued from Page 2)
fueling scene was the lighting ef««ive, adding skillfully to the
"sing tempo of both . music and
drama.
The orchestra, consisting of Alexander Lepak, Richard Lepore,
««d Tele Lesbines percussionists,
™Jd Bernard Lurie,
violinist,
showed great command of a particularly complicated and demanding score while conductor Henry
i-arsen coordinated the whole proauction with great skill, bringing
out the fun beauty and delight of
"anchetti's ingenious score.
T.G.B.

expansion
of our military and commercial business
provides openings
for virtually every technical talent
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, we suggest you consider career opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like most everyone
else, we offer all of the usual " f r i n g e " benefits, including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more Important to you and your future, Is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record
of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.

PRATT * WMTNEY AIRCRAFT TCCHWCAt PW>UUm<>N VS Y(ARS

I | I ! I I1
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I

i
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t
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And make no mistake about f t . . . you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth and to its national defense
as well.

m»

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL, CIVIL (structures
oriented), ELECTRICAL, MARINE, and METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING • ENGINEERING MECHANICS,
APPLIED MATHEMATICS, CERAMICS, PHYSICS and
ENGINEERING PHYSICS.
For further Information concerning a career with Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement
officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.
.

»**#

ma

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft—where technical careers offer
exciting growth, continuing challenge, and lasting stability—where engineers and scientists are recognized as
the major reason for the Company's continued Success,

SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . . POWER FOS PROPULSIONPOWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u
n

DIVISION Of UNITeO AIRCRAFT COMA.
AIRCFt

An Equal Opportunity employer

trinity

j&neftsfa^

EDITORIAL SECTION

Letters to the Editor arc. welcome from all our readers, especially members of the College.
All letters for publication must be no more than 500 words in length, typed (double-spaced), and
signed, although the editors will withhold names if requested. Letters should be submitted no
later than the Friday before publication. The printing of any letter is at the discretion of the Editor.
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'The Problem'
"Independent Problem" at Trinity has shown
lately in a rather curious way. . .
ek3-two "independents sent ou,t'.'a,' flyer advertising an
independents' party which sounded very much like a fraternity
party. The only difference would have been that any interested
student could attend if he was willing to share the expenses.
As it turns out the arrangements for the party were not at all
definite, and many of the statements made in the flyer were erroneous. The curious thing is that the students who sent out the
flyer received only ten replies indicating interest in the fraternity-like activity.
This would seem to indicate that most: pf the 300 independents on campus are either;;nol intrjgiupd^i^h the idea of this
kind, or are not willing to: share in the, expenses of a small party
with a band, or have some other way of socializing.
Thus, the "Independent Problem" may not be the lack-of any
organized social activity, as many people have thought in the
past, but rather a lack of interest in the usual kind of social activity at the College.
•
. .
- Another conclusion which might be drawn is that the organizations like 3rownelt have absorbed the men who wanted to join
some kind of social organization and who, for one reason or another, did not join fraternities. Others may have joined the nucleus of the group now trying to establish another fraternity here.
All things considered, it appears that the problem of organized, small-group, social activity for Independents is not really
a verygreat problem after all.
Well then, what is the "Independent Problem?" Perhaps it
breaks down to problems of individuals who wanted to and could
not join fraternities AND who did not want to join any other kind
of social organization. Perhaps it breaks down to problems within the fraternity system of either not having enough houses or
not having enough room or desire to expand the size of the present houses. Perhaps it just breaks down.
But the social organization facet of the "Independent Problem" is not the whole picture. There are actually a'number of
problems, some of which, are only potential now and some of
wijic.h arenotexclugively the independents'.
• :.- Dining facilities is a potential problem. Next year it looks as
if the College is going to be..,in big trouble when it tries to provide meals for all the men who cannot, or do not want toi eat in
non-college dininghalls. Most of those who do eat in non-college
halls now belong to fraternities and it is obvious that they are
not'goin^to expand as much as the College will next year; they
; r
p r6ba'bly will not expand at all.
Another problem, not exclusively an Independent one, is social in nature. It has nothing to do really with social organizations but actually with the College as a whole. What to do and
,M§®1$ to go to entertain privately after 11:30 Friday night? In
: laci," if ydu live in one of the dorms on campus that is designed
so that entertaining in one's room is almost impossible, where do
you go and what do you do to entertain privately anytime?
There is not one place on campus with the possible exception of the listening room in the Arts Center where students can
listen ''to music and talk in a social setting. There1 is no place
for students to dance, even to a juke box. There is no place for
the students living on the north campus to go for a cup of coffee
without a long walk.
There are lots of things that the College could do to improve
these situations. A pleasant coffee shop in the new Vernon
•Street dorm, a rathskeller in the Old Cave, a jukebox in a comfortable lounge somewhere.
Somewhere is the major problem. The College has never
planned any workable social facilities because it has never
been really convinced that social life extends further than Vernoix Street. To a lessei: degree this applies to upperclass dining
••"facilities.
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'Disturbed3
To the Editor:
The letter to the Editor labeled
"Fraternities Must Go" appearing in last week's TRIPOD was
an article which disturbed a large
proportion of the campus not because of its charges, but because
of the shallow grounds on which
the author based his statement
advocatingthe; abolishment of fraternities. Much of the reaction
was somewhat along the lines of,
"Who cares if a fraternity has
physical hazing? That's their business,- and even if it doesn't seem
very meaningful, it is hardly a
basis for doing away with one of
the College's main supports."
All the articles and criticisms
which are heard about the evils
of fraternities are somewhat distorted from people on the outside
or from discontented members,
and I think that it is about time
that someone pointed out to the
community that the criticism of
them have some basis, but thai
fraternities are an important contribution to a place like Trinity. I
would quickly admit that it is insufficient to say that there must
be a great deal of worth in fraternities just because they exist and
haven't been abolished, and that
Trinity's administration would
have strongly moved toward disbanding them if the opposite were
•true.' Although, this Is partially
hire, there are other stronger
reasons.
Above all a fraternity offers an
individual a place and a group in
which he can mature and contribute much more than in the College as a whole. By being around
a variety of people he likes, his
entire social and mental outlook
is a healthier one, and because
of the many opportunities offered
to him in a fraternity, he has a
rhuch better chance to develop such
traits as leadership and self-confidence. In this connection, it is
generally overlooked that a major
part of a college's function is to
DEVELOP ITS MEMBERS, (mentally and SOCIALLY) and in return
the student owes his college his
best academic work. Thus fraternities as a part of the College
significantly add to each student's
development much more than if he
were an Independent, and whether
or not they in turn give the College
something is not as important.

Each fraternity recognizes its
function to its members and its
members feel the same responsibility to the house, and it seems
that the fraternity's method in
having each brother attain that
end Is their own decision. They
are sensible individuals who carry
on tradition not just because it
is tradition but because it means
something to each person in that
fraternity. Thus hazing as a tradition has a purpose which each
fraternity, feels ,1s the most effective method of achieving a certain goal, and to advocate the
abolishment of fraternities just
because they haze is . absolutely
absurd.
This Is not to say that those of
us In fraternities don't see many
of the drawbacks of our institutions, and it is not just because
we are on the inside and critics
are on the outside that we argue
as we do. Most of us in fraternities would agree that they have
been an important development in
our lives and that their importance
to others and the College makes
them an integral part of the College
community.
Sheldon Tilney '68

"A mazed"
To the Editor:

As an Independent, I never cease
to be amazed by the carefully
spun Independent Mythology."
The Inauspicious first article
of the series "Fraternities Must
Go!" is not as well reasoned as
the other myths. Independents
seem to fall into three general
categories: (1) never interested;
(2) wanted to join, but knew they
never had a chance; and (3) wanted
to join, and were surprised by not
making it. Groups Two'and Three
and even some in Group One go
to great trouble to construct myths
to set themselves at ease. For
some, money is a genuine reason,
but for many others It is a feeble
excuse -- this is a sure-fire
argument designed to silence all
comers as It creates not a little
sympathy. From this highpoint,
the Independent's tale of woe covers a wide expanse of objections
to fraternities.
The Hazing Argument Is the last
and weakest one of the lot when
considered as PERSONAL objecThis is where the greatest mis- tions; and it is absurd when conconception lies, however, because sidered as an INSTITUTIONAL
fraternities do contribute a great reason for the abolition of fradeal to the College. Beside making ternities.
the student a better person and thus •
Please let me direct your ata- more valuable addition: to the tention to the .specific article In
College, fraternities sponsor many question. The pastoral opening
faculty-student discussions, other quickly gives way to a scene of
intellectual discussions among SHOCKING violence and in PUBstudents themselves, social affairs LIC view, my Lord! Then like a
for the entire College such as. IFC gabby old grandmother (with a
•weekend plus many less importmoth-eaten old shawl) we are told
ant things which affect only segabout "one administration offiments of the College. It is fratercial" - - the anonymity of which
nity members who are most active is as courageous as that of the
on athletic teams, and in many article. The misery of some Indeextracurricular affairs.;
pendents' loves company. Why
It is readily evident (although else would the author call those
in Hamlin Hall "unfortunates" and
not recognized by critics) that an
individual in a fraternity can if he yet five/paragraphs below talk of'
wants to spread out and do many fraternity "Dehumantzation"? The
author, now sufficiently wound-up,
things outside the house itself,
calls for the abolition of fraterniand for those who remain mostly
ties as though he were on a onein the fraternity group, it is cerman Crusade.
tainly better than hiding in your
room as many independents do. It;
Look at his .words; "MUST",
is better to be a member of a "Completely",
and "OBLIGAgroup which you respect'and which
TION". Then comes the old bunk:
you realize you can gain something. quote the President and blast away
from as a result of their common with the rhetoricial questions.
bonds and their diversity than reThen, the usual Trin ending: if
main an individual outside a group J-he President doesn't do what you
while, trying to accomplish the want, he's a hypocrite plain and
same development.
simple. Simple, got it, pal?

1

While I have your attention, I'd
like to say something about Committee to Improve Trinity Education (CITE). Many people decry
the social atmosphere as beingtoo
fertile for fraternities and too
brittle for intellectualism. It
logically follows that the Independents should try to inaugurate cooperative seminars,
lectures,
courses and the like wltti Wesleyan, Amherst, and Yale. But the
first major Independent activity
of the Committee to Improve Trinity Education is a party. Sure,
we need a party; but CITE seems
to have strayed already.
James E. Clair '69

'Townies"
To the Editor:
The weekend before last, Trin
Sane, was once again ravaged by
bands of marauding "Townies"
leaving one student Injured and
scores of- others shaken and frightened. Is there no one for us to
turn to - - no one to protect us?
But, as Ivan the Great protected
the Russians from the Golden
Horde, as George Washington expelled the English, so too, in Mr,
Garafolo and his mighty host the
Trin student seeks a champion.
While cars are still occasionally
damaged and students are periodically assaulted, we can note that
Wean Lounge has never been better patrolled, nor has the South
Campus Lounge ever been safer.
Our security guards, and the term
is used loosely, have taken it upon
themselves to protect Trinity from
Trinity students, by giving out
parking tickets, roaming lounges,
and talking peacefully among each
other over their fine new walkietalkies.
Carrying neither club nor'gun,
they are relentlessly on the lookout for potential menaces to campus life. Thus, as we sleep safely
tonight, we may be assured that
our guards are protecting us, and
Trin's two thousand little evergreens from potential dangers.
Barry J. Dickstein '68

"Fellowship"
To the Editor:
Lest the relationship of the
Brownell Club to independent UK
at Trinity be misunderstood, 1
wish to express my views asjtne
club's fellowship chairman. The
members of the re-activated ciuo.
(there are more than thirty• tn s
semester) have the responsibility
to organize and maintain the.house
for the enjoyment of the memberS

This is a task which includes
recreation
(ping-pong, a f ,'„
stocked refrigerator, television,
hi-fi, a lounge), social ga therl " B ,
(Parents' Weekend, the AlumniParty), creative activities CP°e"/
readings, faculty-led discussions,
interior decoration!), and -par"?
(Open House with The Castaways,,
Homecoming with The DeflW»
Soph Hop with The Four Knlf ts>
We are continuing to call w
Sunday Work Days for maintain
ance of the house - independents
have provided us with the n
sary assistance. Our proudesi
dition is the cabaret room in,1 ^
basement. The opening ws n
(Continued on Page 6)
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The following is the second
in a three-part series by a
brother in a fraternity at the
College. • The opinions expressed in this series are not
necessarily those of the editorial board of the Tripod. The
author prefers to remain anonymous for reasons which the Editors feel are valid.
Probably the best speech given
at Trinity on the purpose of college education, is Dean Vogel's
annual talk to the Freshman Class.
In one of these not long ago, the
Dean pointed out that there were
many men of the same age as
college freshmen, who were not
in college, but married, and working to support a wife and children.
These, the Dean suggested, were
men coping with HTe in the adult
world. And to those assembled
before him, Dean Vogel warned:
"Don't make college an opportunity to extend your adolescence
another four years".
It is this sound and insightful
understanding which I would like
to apply to fraternities; (without
being castigated, as Mr. Clair
sees it, for "blasting away at the
administration".) (See "Amazed,"
page 4-Ed.)
By the time most men come to
college, they have long since learned a great deal about getting along
with people, about controlling
aggressive impulses toward others, about the respect which must
necessarily be accorded to their
fellow men if all are to exist
together in a society. They are
aware of the presence of their
own frustrations and the limitations in releasing them. Whether
men entering college understand
all this or not is unimportant; the
actions of their parents and grammar school teachers have taught
them to behave with proper regard for those around them. I

IFC Statement
"The IFC is seriously considering the series of articles
entitled "Fraternities Must
Go!". We would prefer, however, to withhold a reply
to the stated accusations until
after a complete examination
of the charges and appraisal
of the conditions involved has
been accomplished."
The Inter-Fraternity Council
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might even suggest that people
who have not learned such essentials are those looked upon
by college men with distain, as
high school drop-outs, petty criminals, etc.
But what so few people seem to
understand is that fraternities all
too often offer opportunities for
this kind of "criminal", or childish, or even infantile, behavior to
come out in ostensibly maturing
college men. That fraternity men
are actually regressing rather than
maturing, in terms of handling
their own confusion, by pledge
activities and even selecting new
members, becomes a general condition of total life in a house.
What I spoke of in my first
article, hazing, is only a small
part of man, many instances of
this process. The abuses are rampant. Even this past week, several
houses again got their pledges together, to do very strenuous exercises, (there were some pledges
who were pushed so hard that they
got sick to their stomachs): others
who were told to strip down to
their undershorts and given ammonia to clean, the basement floor
with.
There were instances last- year
where one pledge found it so difficult to breathe during one of the
pledge activities that he was rushed to the hospital and put in an
oxygen tent. Another group of
pledges was herded into a room,
told to take off all their clothing and
lie down on the floor. They were
then fed rotten eggs until all vomited, and were told to move around
on the floor in their own vomit.
(That such activities seem hard
to believe must make many wonder
about the validity of my statements. That certainly is understandable; but it Is all true. Ask
some of your friends in fraternities about it; almost all of our ten
houses are guilty in one degree
or another.)
But pledging is not the only activity where this kind of behavior is
institutionalized. The process of
selection during rush meetings is
almost worse;
maybe not as
blatantly primitive as hazing, but
certainly more damaging in respect for fellow men.
Most positive comments made
during meetings are, in essence,
all the same. If a candidate is
desirable, he is called "cool", or
"sensitive", by whatever else
might happen to be considered the
most desirable qualities : by one
house or another. Horrifyingly

little attention is paid to the per- factor, this gives a legitimacy to
sonal qualities of a man as an in- basically Immoral activity. In
dividual. That one human being practice, fraternities stand in dihappens to be different from an- rect opposition to their stated alms
other beneath the general superfi- of brotherhood or love. Instead
cial facade is of no concern what- of fostering such relationships,
ever. (For freshmen wondering they permit the antithesis in alhow they will get into a house, I'd lowing, even promoting, Infantile
suggest the following: decide which rejection of other human beings—
house you'd like to be in; carefully an atmosphere so very much akin
observe the common superficial to that around the putcast cricharacteristics of its members, minal, or four-year-old child playand act as they do. This will also ing in the street.
'
save you the process of being moldIn defense of pledging, some fraed in the house's image during ternity men claim that the end
pledging.)
justifies the means; but in realIt often strikes me that in some ity the case is that the means
houses the entire effort of being ruin the end. Thus you can obin "the bonds" Is to rush and serve in a Friday night a great
propagate the fraternity. This be- many fraternity men "floozing"
comes the most important com- along Vernon Street, (I wonder
munal activity. I was amused to how many would stand.' outside
hear one member of a house ex- their own homes' tVylhg'tb pick
plain that his entire career in up a passing girl?), Showing althe fraternity, and as a fresh- most no respect whatever for these
man, centered around rushing; • girls. They are brazen; they are
first being rushed himself on"road part of a system which promotes
trips", etc.; then as a pledge boorish activity, in which men get
being told to rush men in the drunk far more often, etc., etc.
class behind him; and finally as They are, in essence, de-humana brother, realizing that rushing Ized. And to think that after this
was the consurnate endeavor of they are expected to live in a
the brotherhood, both in meetings mature adult society, considerate
and socially. But I wonder: What. and respectful of those around them
about "the bonds"? If rushing is as individuals! To say the least,
all there is to a place, why be in I suspect that a great many begin
life after college as cripples in
it?
Most comments in the .negative society, where respect for human
at rush meetings are usually the beings is the basis for law and
carefully worded expressions of order.
a brother's own limitations and
But does it necessarily ^follow
aggressions. The candidate is thus then that fraternities must go?
referred to as a "turkey", or a Can't they just rid themselves
"zero", or an "ass."
of the abuses and continue as
The point that such a man ac- fraternities? Couldn't I simply
tually wants to go to a house is challenge fraternities, say under
out of order. That the very exist- the IFC, to reform and prove
ence of fraternities, of being "in", their worth?
fosters this 'desire to belong, that
Absolutely not; and evidence for
fraternities thus have some kind of this has been gathering for alobligation to people who want to most a year to the day of the
join, is never even thought of. The publication of this issue of the
undesirable is a "turkey", and "Tripod". On October 26, 1965,
that's that; "and now let's get on " the "Tripod" ran a two page feato the next guy".
ture spread on a talk given the
This is the general negative pro- week before by Dr. George Higcess even in the most liberal of g-ins, the headline of which read:
"Fraternities Challenged Over
houses.
What does all this point to? What Responsibility To Community".
And what was the response? It
difference does' it make if pledge
practices are rough? or if most consisted mainly of a great many
of a house's attention is devoted shoddy arguments to the effect
to rush? or if the separating of either that Dr. Higgins was wrong,
the chaff from -the wheat is an or that fraternities were already
unfair and impersonal process? essentially what he said they should
What difference does it make? be. But has any change been
Simply this: that the entire pro- wrought in houses since the Higcess of being in a fraternity is an gins' talk? Oh, some houses took
institutionalization.of the release new advisors, or similar action;
and expression of immature hos- but the response to that chaltilities; in bringing in the group lenge has not brought ANY sig-

nificant difference at. all to any
house. (Quite similar are the reactions to my first article. Mr.
Tilney's letter to the Editor is as
good an example of this as any.
The implication is that things are
just fine as they are, with certain
slight limitations, admits Mr. Tilney; but that the status quo is by
far the most equitable situation.)
The fact Is that fraterhitiesifeianhot- be' expected to'Change-ihfemselves. I made this point In my
first article, and the reactions
to that article simply prove It.
As a student gets more involved
in a house, becomes accustomed
to being grossly insensitive to
individuals, he is less and less
able to recognize the faults Inherent in fraternities, or in himself. The house has become too
important an object to him; it has
permitted him a way of acting
which he cannot now be expected
to relinquish.
And nowhere is this more obvious than in the IFC Itself. The
very just and upright constitution
on that organization states, Article
VI:
" ... the purpose of pledge training is not to do physical injury
to or cause the physical exhaustion of the pledge ... to cause
moral degradation or embarrassment of the pledge, or to relieve
frustrations at the expense of the'
pledge ...."
The enumerations of Impermissible activities which follows
this opening statement are almost
precisely the same as the pledge
activities I have decribed. And
certainly, i am not the only person at Trinity to know of these
events!
, ',
.
.
It Is interesting to see the emasculated response of the IFC to
my first article. What, may I
ask, is the Council waiting'lor?
I have already "lodged a complaint'; when will the "IFC judicial machinery ..." be employed" ?
(These quoies are from Article
VI.) If the council wishes,; I -will
be most happy to provide through
the Editors of the "Tripod" the
names of the fraternities and the
men in question to which I have
referred in my article.
But the IFC members are~very
well aware of the abuses of which
I speak. Their concern now is
to do away with the obvious wrong's.
(I sincerely doubt that they could
manage that much), so; as, to relieve the pressure which, they, fear
the administration may exert. This
(Continued on Page 7)
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Sleeper to Relate Black
Power to Christian Duty
"Black Power and Christian Re- departments Of the College.
Among the speakers scheduled
sponsibility" will be the topic of
an address by Dr. C. Freeman for the colloquium series this
Sleeper for the Department of Re- year Is guest speaker, Dr. Roy
ligion Colloquium tomorrow. The S. Lee, who will speak on the subcolloquium, the first of the year, ject of religion and psychology.
will be held at 4 p.m. in Alumni Dr. Lee was formerly Vicar of
Lounge. In his address Sleeper St. Mary's Church, Oxford University. He is presently Chaplain of
:will attempt to relate the Idea of
Vbiack .power to the larger con- St. Catherine's College, Oxford and
will be in the United States this
cept of power in the Bible.
The purpose of the Colloquiums, year at the Philadelphia Divinity
according to Dr. Sleeper, "is to School. He will speak at the ColInvolve students, faculty, and ad- lege on December 6.
Past speakers of the Colloquium
ministration members on an interdisciplinary basis." Through these program, which was originated in .
lectures religion will be related 1962, Include Dr. James Marsh,
to many other areas of study. A Principal of Mansfield College,
major effect of the colloquium Oxford, a New Testament expert;
series, hopefully, will be the co- and Abraham Heschel, a noted Heordinate the work of the various brew. Theologian.
The boltoquiums a're scheduled
to be held the second Wednesday
of every month. The second address in the series will be given
by Chaplain Alan C. Tull. His •
(Continued from Page 4)
will be "The New Theology,
the cabaret was attended by an subject
What
It
Is." The purpose of his
exciting dinner guest — Lawrence lecture will
be to explain what It
Ferlinghetti, The cabaret Is now is that makes
the New Theology
open all weekend and from 7-11 new.
p.m. on the week nights. One
finds soft music, hot coffee, guitar
playing, and good student poetry
In our basement cabaret.
With a house as large as Brownell Club we can support many
other activities, and I hope that the
initiative for new ideas will come
from independents who have not
yet joined the club.
The fellowship committee wants
to open the house to the entire
campus, but before we can do
this, the- Brownell Club needs a
membership of 45 or more. It
will take 45 members to organize
and maintain the house for the
independent campus. I ask more
Independents to join in. the effort to give greater self-respect
and a better social environment
for all (he members of our campus.
Our constant efforts should be
to provide a gracious atmosphere
for everyone, and not for a closed
membership. 1 would like to call
the campus's attention to the most
important meeting of this semester, tomorrow evening at 7:30
p.m. Our various programs for
this semester shall be finalized,
and some suggestions for opening the Brownell Club to the camIt's a war story filled with
pus will be offered. I hope we can
raw drama, romance, guts,
sign up fifteen more members at
and tears. And there's a picthe meeting, and begin discussion
ture of Snoopy on every
of the independent social facility
page.
that our campus so sorely needs.
$2 at your college bookstore
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
Mark S. Schaeffer '69

Letters.

IFC Proposes Fraternity,
Administration Symposium

Placement
Mr. Butler suggests that juniors check the Tripod each
week for the listing of graduate schools coming to campus
and should sign up in the
Placement Office to receive
notices of graduate schools
coming to campus. This will
afford juniors the opportunity
to do morethinkingaboutthe'r
graduate school plans prior to
senior year.

The Inter-Fraternity Council has
approved the tentative plans for a
symposium on "Fraternities vs.
Administration." The IFC also discussed at the meeting last Monday departmental smokers and the
status of Junior Advisors.

Sponsored by the IFC here, the
symposium will be. open to IFC
representatives from dozens of
east coast colleges and universities. The preliminary plan features
two days of dinners, workshops,
and meetings. The IFC has granted approval pending the sanction
(Continued from Page 1)
by President Jacobs.
extend discussion and stimulate
A highlight of the symposium will
minds," he stated. "Trinity College and the Hartford community be a debate on the relative merare ignorant about Latin American its of fraternity systems by wellaffairs,'
t>ut'with the exciting knpwn authorities.
speakers slated for this Teach-in,
The IFC also passed a motion
I am confident that we will have that the fraternities offer their
some very interesting and infor- facilities to the various departmative discussion," Sherwood ad- ments for smokers open to all
ded.
majors In that department. This
Teach-in, Latin America: "Re- would promote a recognition of the
form or Revolution" is sponsored fraternities' academic awareness
by the College Chapter of SDS on the College campus. No house
would be required to participate.
and the Political Forum.

Teach-in...

Wewi Stammer

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA •

1 . Repairs in space. II something goes

wrong with a vehicle in orbit, how can it
be fixed? Answers must be found, if largescale space operations are to become a
reality. For this and other assignments Air
Force scientists and engineers will be, 4. Space orientation. The orbital probcalled on to answer in the next few years, lems of a spacecraft, including its ability
we need the best brains available.
to maneuver over selected points on the
earth, are of vital importance to the mili2. Lunar landing. The <*
tary utilization of space. There ate plenty
exact composition of
of assignments for young Air Force physithe lunar surface, as
cists in this area.
well os structural
and propulsion characteristics of the space
. vehicle, enter into
this problem. Important study remains lo
be done—and, as an Air Force officer,
you could be the one to do it!.
3. life-support biology. The filling of
metabolic needs over very extended periods of time in space is one of the most
fascinating subjects that
Air Force scientists are investigating, The results
promise to have vital ramifications tor our life on
earth, as well as in outer
space.

( Broad-mindedness
isn't everything.)
HOUSTON

A U.S. Marine Corps officer
selection team will be in Mather
Hall today from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00
p.m. to discuss Marine Corps officer training programs with students.
Freshman, sophomores, and juniors are eligible to join the platoon
leaders program, which leads to
a commission as a second lieutenant upon graduation with only two
summer training sessions of six
weeks each.
Seniors are eligible to apply for
the officer candidate course program.

6. Space propulsion. As ou
space flights cover greater
and greater distances, propulsion— more'than anything else—will become the
limiting factor. New fuels *
and new propulsion techniques must be found, if we
are to keep on exploring
the mysteries of space. And
it may well be an Air Force
scientist on his first assignment who makes the big
breakthrough!

by Charles M. Schulz

Fast.

College to Host
Marine Corps
Selection Team

Here are 7 knotty problems
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solve one?

SNOOPY
AND THE
RED
BARON

was broad-minded enough
to try somebody else's beer.
Then he went back to this one.

A motion that the IFC send a
formal letter to Dean Roy Heath
requesting that all houses have at
least one Junior Advisor was defeated.

7. Pilot performance.
Important tests must still be
made to determine how the
pilots of manned aerospacecraft will react to
long periods away from
the earth. Of course
not every new Air
Force officer be
comes involved in research and development right away. But where the most exciting advances are
taking place, young
Air Force scientists,
administrators,
pilots, and engineers
, are on the scene.
A good way to start is through Air
Force ROTC. Superior students may .qw "
ify lor Air Force scholarships. Many c ol j
leges and universities also have a specio
2-year Air Force ROTC program. Far details, contact your nearest Air f r c ^ ^ '
todayresentative, or mail the coupon
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A , Dept. RCP<510
Randolph AFB, Texas 78]48

5. Synergetic plane changing. The ability of a spacecraft to change altitude can
also be crucial to space operations. Where
but in the Air Force could Sc.B.'s get the
chance to work on such fascinating projects right ot the start of their careers?
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Frosh Soccer Dumps Ephs
7-4; Tie Springfield Squad
his assists for the afternoon, and
the Bantams came off the field
This year's Freshman-Soccer having defeated Williams 7-4.
team opened what could be one
Fielding the same team as they
of their best seasons in many had on Tuesday the frosh Bantam
years by trouncing Williams 7-4 booters took the field
Friday
and tying a tough Springfield team against Springfield. The team took
2-2 last week.
an early lead as Abbie Haji scored
Tuesday the team made its de- on a short shot after powering past
but against a usually tou'gh Wil- the unsettled Springfield defense.
liams team. The starting line-up However, for the next 78 minutes
found Roy Blixt at left wing, Pet- both teams were held scoreless.
Finally, near the end of the last
er Wiles at left inside, Abbie Haji at center forward, Martin Wil- period- Springfield tied , the score
liams at right inside, and Alan 1-1 with a cross from the right
wing to the left inside. Repeatedly,
Gibby at right wing.
both teams came within inches of
At halfbacks were Norman Han- scoring during the hard-fought
nay, John Robson, and Al John- fourth period.
son while fullbacks Tom Hackett
In the overtime periods, five minand Ryder Kauffman and goalie utes each, Springfield got off to
George Wheelwright rounded out an early lead, scoring on a disthe defense.
puted goal by the right inside.
Against Williams it took Trinity Trinity tied the 'score with 2:15
less than two minutes to score left in the last .overtime period
its first goal of the season as as Abbie pushed a shot past trie
fullback Kauffman, from just past goalie after receiving a perfect
the midfield line, lofted the ball lead pass from Martin Williams.
over the Williams goalie's head. Since neither team was able to
Both defenses then toughened and score after this, both squads had
the score remained 1-0 till late to settle for a 2-2 tie.
in the first quarter when Williams with a shot from lineman
Slade tied the score at 1-1.
by Hayward and Carmen
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Five minutes into the second
quarter Trinity made the score
2-1 as lineman Wiles set up the
play by passing to Gibby. Gibby
then passed back to Abbie who
powered the ball into the net.
L,ater in the quarter lineman McCord made the score 3-1 as he
placed a strong shot home.
After halftime the frosh put the
game out of reach as they scored
two more goals while the defense
continued to keep the Williams
frosh scoreless. Abbie scored the
second of his three goals with an
assist from Peter Wiles, and la-.
ter, lineman Gibby sailed the ball
over the goalie's head to make the
score 5-1.
: The fourth quarter saw Williams
pull closer as the Trinity frosh
second string took the field.
•^Apparently lacking in ball control,
the substitutes were unable to stop
Williams from scoring two goals,
one of which was a penalty kick.
With the score 5-3 the first string
again took the field and scored
quickly on a cross by Gibby and
a head from Abbie. Williams
scored once more to make it
6-4, but Peter Wiles sewed up
the game with a diagonal shot
as Gibby provided the third of

Wes Trips Siriders;
Union Loses Footing
As Frosh Take Two
The Bantam runners hit a brick
wall named Wesleyan, dropping
the important Varsity rivalry, 1936 in Mlddletown Tuesday, Trinity's Mike Lestz finished fourth
with a 23:54 time. Bantam Bill
Shortell was right behind in the
fifth position followed by Chris
Howard, Jessee Brewer, and Lowell VanDerlip to round out the
Trin scoring. Cardinal Ambi Burfoot set the pace on the new 4.3
mile course with a 21:38.4 time.
More enthusiastic, though were
the week's other contests. The
freshman joggers pulled in victories against the Cardinals 21-7,
and the Union Engineers.
Following a freshman record setter to the line the Bantams, Chuck
Hasking, Bill MacRee, Bill Green,
and Bob Pearson wiped up the
rest of the soup to down the Cardinals arid place optimism in the
future.

•.,•!.-..

Thus I come again to what I
have been criticized for as- an
illogical, or "absurd" (to quote
Mr. Tilney), conclusion: as the
abuses of houses far outweigh
' their merits; as they foster a
wnd of Infantile disregard for'
teiiow men; and as they have
Proven
themselves totally incapable of self-regulation; it Is,
then, the responsibility of the Colle
ge to do away with fraternities.

luff rounded out the Trinity hairlers for the day.
The Bantam distancers travel to
Franklin Parks in Boston this
week where both the freshman and
varsity will take part in the Easterns over the weekend.

During the weekend of January 26-29 over
5000 students •will invade Quebec City.
Leaving their Universities in the NorthEast on special GO-GO trains from New
York and Boston, guys'and gals will hit Quebec
going strong and getting stronger — after an
all-nighter with the wildest rock bands on
•" '-.".; '••...:

.

AND AFTER THAT —
ANYTHING GOES

(Continued from Page 5)

.The point by now should be perfectly clear. Fraternities cannot
accept a challenge; nor can they
come near to regulating themselves; nor, I maintain, can they
vPe expected to.

grabbed the front six'for a 15-49
victory against the Engineers.
Shortell took first at 24:06.4 with
Lestz (24:52) Vanderlip (24:55)and
Howard (25:00) following close behind.
Jessee Brewer and Wayne

FINALS OVER!
WILD WEEKEND I I I QUEBEC

Fraternities.

.If the IFC does anything at all,
".will probably just re-write its
constitution so as to exclude all
rules governing pledging.,

THE VICTORS - Displaying their winning smiles after taking
the first five places against Union are (from right to left) Bill
Shortell, Mike Lestz, Jessee Brewer, Lowell VanDerlip, and
Chris Howard.
,
(Forewzi Photo)
; ..,......,•;;,.

Against... Union Friday, the Frojs'h
led by Chuck Husking at 14:46.8,
snatched the first four places to
take an easy win. Green, MacRee, and Pearson followed on the
2.9 mile course.
Meanwhile the recovered Varsity

• w h e e l s . -

is obviously only a very superficial concern, at best.
: It the IFC were honest with it, self,. every. house on the street
would have to be tried and placed
pn probation. Virtually no house
is without serious, offense to the
pQ: regulations. But of course,
t h e p ' c could not be expected to
d
o that. Each house is concerned
With Us one self-interest, and as
they are all disciples in crime,
wey all can forgive each other.

PAGE 7

Torch parades, snow sculpturing, dogsledding,
iceboat racing* skiing, ice skating and street
dancing—If it swings, you'll have it, Skiers . . .
take our special bus excursion and get a free
r

''.

"

:

•• ••:'•-.-:• •-••••''••' ••

ski weekend.:

'

••••l

j

'

! J

••

w H ^ ' ^ C

•'"'

" ' '

"

NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT, $85 is
a fantastic deal for transportation, entertainment en route, lodging in Quebec's best hotels
and motels and—

THE-i'QUEBEG; WINTER . e ^ | g i i | i i ,
For further info, contact your local campus rep, or," if
you're in the Boston area phone 731-6680, in the New
York area phone 349-3900—and do it before 5000 other
college students beat you out.

YOUR CAMPUS REP IS:
DONALDSTOLPER
TELEPHONE - Amherst, 256-8078 (413)

NO RESERVATIONS CAN
BE ACCEPTED AFTER
DECEMBER 1st 1966
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Varsity Churns Out Fourth
Win; Drops Larry's 26-14
by Nels Olson
The hands of sophomore Ron Martin, the runs of Kim Miles and
Tom Sanders, and the effectiveness
of the Bantam's small, but quick
defense spelled a 26-14 victory for
Trinity this Saturday. Pass receptions of 43/40, and 39 yards and
one touchdown by Martin and running,, ,'tptals. of 80 and 89 yards
fpf:J.;kfies't and Sanders assisted
the Bantams in their narrow defeat of a stubborn St. Lawrence
team.
The Bdntams scored first late
In the opening quarter but St.
Lawrence dominated play in the
first periods as their successful
passing attack and Trin'sdull running offense gave them the advantage. Perhaps Injuries to two running backs, Larry Roberts'In the
first quarter and Doug Merrill in
last week's game daunted the Bantams' powerful running game or
perhaps the St. Lawrence line
averaging 225 pounds, offers an
explanation for the losers early
superiority. However, Kim Miles'
passing and the steady reception of
his ends Martin andiMtller buoyed
the Bantams' offense, as their
aerial attack collected 95 yards
In the defensively oriented first
half.
Both offenses used their passing
and running attacks evenly but
neither
team could sustain a
threatening drive until late in the
first period. Then Trinity gained
field advantage when they recovered a partially blocked St. Lawrence punt on the 50 yard line.
Passes to Miller and Martin of
11 and 25 yards and an eightyard option run by Miles positioned
the ball 16 yards from paydirt,
Two plays later Tom Sanders took
a pltchout around end on a nine
yard touchdown run. The extrapdtnl was blocked but with 31 seconds remaining In the opening
quarter the Bantams held a 6-0
advantage.
Earjy In the second period the
Larry's record breaking quarterback, Medcaffe, engineered a 14
play drive covering 75 yards, featuring four pass
completions,
The effort was ended with a 24
y p d touchdown pass from Medcatte to end tracony. The kicked
extra point was good and St. Lawrence took the lead, 7-6.
The Bantams received the succeeding kick-off on their 20 yard
line and drove 55 yards to the
Larry's 25. Their effort included
a 40-yard pass play to Ron Martin, but a fourth and five situation and a stubborn St. Lawrence

defense stymied further progress,
As the first half neared Its end
St. Lawrence returned a punt
to the Bantams' 36 yard line ana.
initiated a nine play drive which
concluded with their second TD
of the afternoon. A 25-yard pass
to Tracony put them on the one
yard line with 42 seconds left
to play in the half. Forty seconds and three plays later Medcaffe scored. Their extra-point
attempt was successful and St.
Lawrence stretched the lead to
14-6.
The Larries Intercepted a Miles
pass to open the third quarter
but three plays later Dan Battles
regained possession for the Bantams with an interception of his
own. .,, „. , , il;,
The' third ! quarter however continued to the vein of the first
period. Both teams managed eight
to ten play drives but neither offense could gain field position and
then score.
Finally, Trinity sustained adrlve
as the fourth quarter began. Their
effort concluded with a 39-yard

touchdown pass to Ron Martin. This
cost them the services of Greene
who had bruised several ribs four
plays before when he caught a 30
yard pass to begin the 75-yard
drive. The extra-point failed but
the Bantams had narrowed their
deficit to 14-12.
Defensive strength again characterized play until the Bantams'
Miles-Martin passing combination
collected 43 yards to the Larry's
14 yard line. Three plays later
Dave Ward skirted left end on a
five yard touchdown run. The extra
point was good and the Bantams
took the lead with six minutes
remaining to play, 19-14.
Six plays later, when Trin had
regained possession of the ball
after a Larry punt, Kim Miles
swept left end,oh. an option play,
decided to run, and scored on a
stunning
70-yard
scamper.
Cantrell's extra-point capped the
Bantams' substantial 26-14 lead.
Trin Junior Joe McKelgue stamped out St. Lawrence's final attempt to score when he intercepted a Medcaffe aerial with two
minutes left to play.

SPIROS POLEMIS (34) carries the ball upfield against Williams.
Brock Callen (left) is coming across to help as the defenders
Start to close i n .

(Rosenblatt Photo)

Williams Checks Streak;
Edges Trin Booters 2-1
by Fred Strook
Undefeated
Trinity met undefeated Williams last Saturday at
Williamstown, but when the final
gun sounded Trinity was no longer
undefeated. !
The hard-fighting Ephmen found
the nets twice, and that was just
enough to offset Trinity's lone
score in the second period.
It was a well-matched game with
the two teams displaying identical
formations and using the short
passing game to move the ball
upfield. But it was obvious from
the opening kickoff that Williams
was out to revenge last year's
1-0 loss to the Bantam booters.

The breakaway proved once again
to be a weak spot in the Bantam
defense, when in the third period, the Williams center forward
got one step on halfback Alan Griesinger and carried the ball to
the Trinity goal, shotting it just
past the outstretched hands of
goalie Nick Cotakis. It is important to note, though, that Cotakis
and Griesinger were the outstanding players for Trinity on this
particular day.

Midst flaring tempers;In the
fourth quarter, Callen and wing
Sam Elkin each narrowly missed
gaining the Bantams their second
goal. But as the game neareti the
end, Williams seemed to get
stronger, and only spectacular
During the first quarter Trinity saves by goalie Cotakis kept the
with the aid of a strong sun and final score as close as It was.
the wind, was able to keep the
ball In Williams territory but was With this loss the Trinity soccer
unable to develop any goal-scor- team now faces the unenviable task
ing plays.
of winning all of its remaining
if it is to stay in contenEarly in the second quarter Inside games
BANTAM BOOT • Bill Franklin (6) sends the bail by the Ephman Brock Callen got his head on right tion for that much-desired berth
l|
defender in the Williams contest. Roger Richard (1) and Dan wing Splros Polemis' direct kick in the NCAA championships. f
Haden (background) watch the action in the rough contest.
and banged the ball into the right
(Rosenblatt Photo)
corner of the Williams cage. Callen
hustled all afternoon and managed
very often to beat the opposing
INTERESTED
players to the ball.
With less than three minutes left
IN AN
in the first half, Williams tied the
OVERSEAS
game, scoring after a scramble
in front of the Trinity cage. The
by Mike Chamish
CAREER?
their record to 4-0. Congratulagoal followed in disputed call by
Led by an outstanding defense, tions are in order to Jay Bernone of the referees and Trinity
the Bantam Freshmen Football ardoni who was elected team Capwas forced to settle for a 1-1
team defeated the Coast Guard tain last week.
halftime score.
frosh 20-0 Thursday. In recordIng their first shutout, the defense
did not allow Coast Guard inside
•the Bantam 20 yard line. An effective pass rush pressured the Academy quarterback throughout the
game.
Jay Bernardoni
led the triu
offense, as he scored two touchMr. Joseph
Only ; •Williams remains un- downs and passed for the other.
defeated in the Little Three after The Bantams struck early as their
Alumni Educational
^Saturday's 21-20 upset;' over the first play from scrimmage was a
Counselor
Lord Jeffs In Middletown.
'
38 yard pass for a touchdown from
A psyched Wesleyan defensive Bernardoni to end Ken Johnson.
will be on the campus
line Ignited the celebration of a Halfback Ernie Mattel added the
7,000 Homecoming crowd as it two point conversion with a sweep
held
Amherst's
traditionally around left end. Midway through
NOVEMBER 2, 1966
. strong running offense to three the second quarter Trin hit paytouchdowns, in a 21-20 Cardinal dirt again as Bernardoni ran a 15
to discuss the training offered at
victory.
yard bootleg for the score. The
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
Back' and forth first half scoring third Trinity touchdown, a seven
program of post graduate study) and
left the Scoreboard unslanted, 14- yard run, culminated a 60 yard
14, at the half. Following a score- . drive that included fine running
the job opportunities open to
less third period, BUdge Nickel by fullback Jim McClaugherty,
graduates in the field of
jirodged^. through 30 yards of playing his first game at that posINTERNATIONAL TRADE and
.^fi'ff s ^b,"put Wesleyan on top 21- ition. ' • • • • • •
' 13.".Tfien Amherst completed a
McClaugherty was aided in the
GOVERNMENT SERVICE.
scoring drive with a 5-yard run backfield by Mattel and Eli Mackey.
by quarterback Joe Schell with
Outstanding Bantams on defense
Interviews may be scheduled at;
four minutes left In the contest. were ends Ed Garofolo and Rich
Attempting to keep a ten year Harvey, middle guard John Foul.Placement Bureau
winning streak alive, Schell threw krod, and linebackers John Flahto Steve Ratlcheck for two, and erty and John Warmbold. WarmThe American Institute
failed,
bold blocked a Coast Guard punt
Amherst's record - 3-2; Wes- during the 4th quarter but the
For Foreign Trade
leyan,;4-1. •
' Bantams failed to capitalize on the
Trinity scouts are not anti- break. Next week the Frosh play
Thunderbird Campus
cipating; easy victory as the. Ban- Wesleyan at home. They boast
PHOENIX,
ARIZONA
tams; prepare for the season's' place-kicker Charlie Holbropk who
An Affiliate 01
„
- t w o closers, Amherst November has a 50 yard field goal to his
The American Management A1.
• 5, and Wesleyan away the 12th. , credit
but Trin hopes to up
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS . NEWARK . LOS ANGELES .. TAMPA . HOUSTON ..

Ephman Eleven Stay
Undefeated; Amherst
Falls to Wes 21-20

Bernardoni Paces Victory
Over Cadet Gridmen 20-0

Pmfessor
J. S, M. Moon askss

"Gee, how come in a mass
society like ours a premium
beer gets to be the most
popular? How come?"

Aw, Prof...
the answer's
on the tip of
your tongue.

